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Good buildings respond. Great ones anticipate.
Honeywell Forge
Digitized Maintenance

Honeywell Forge
Energy Optimization

Proactive maintenance driven by analytics can change the

Build on analytics with machine learning to automatically

way you maintain building equipment – optimizing uptime,

adjust HVAC settings throughout the day – optimizing energy

comfort, and costs.

savings without compromising comfort.
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Planned maintenance is reactive maintenance
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For Managers:
Data-Driven Maintenance

So-called “planned” maintenance is the compromise we tolerate

Let your building tell you what it needs.

because common sense says it’s better than waiting for failures and

What if you could service equipment at just the right time, when it

complaints. Traditionally, when you can’t afford the cost, discomfort,

provides the most value – reducing both breakdowns and wasted

disruption and complaints from a boiler breaking down, a regular

labor? You can, with a deeper look into your building’s own data.

schedule of maintenance is supposed to prevent that – hopefully.

It’s called Digitized Maintenance, and it’s your foundation to get

For Owners:
Data-Driven Investment

The tradeoff? Your facility team spends a lot of labor servicing

more value from labor, assets, and even budgeting and capital

equipment at the wrong time – too soon, and too late. Because

investments. It’s also a plan to protect occupant comfort – and

For Occupants:
Experiences Build Brands

breakdowns don’t follow a schedule.

therefore your reputation and revenue streams.

Translate Data
into Action
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SENSORS, DATA, AND INTEGRATION

See every building system in context
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Buildings have come a long way since
pneumatic controls. Today, technology is

TRENDS

CHALLENGES

redefining experiences for occupants and
owners by increasing convenience, reducing
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energy use, and cutting operational costs.

Integration, connectivity, and
data are the foundation for
smart buildings.

Data and IoT are in your
building

Energy Trends and
Challenges

Among these changes, a common thread
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and connectivity. We have exponentially more

Integration is expected to sweep through

ways to sense and analyze what’s going on in

industries and infrastructure over the

virtually any environment.

next decade. Analysts like Accenture

Connections multiply data

estimate this can add $14.2 trillion to

90% of data was created in the past
2 years – yet only 10% gets analyzed2

Autonomous Optimizing

stands out: the convergence of sensors, data,

Client Results

This change is more than incremental – it’s

Contact Us

transformative. It paves the way for new
capabilities, almost like having a “virtual facility
engineer” to monitor all systems at all times.
1 Accenture, “‘Winning with the Industrial Internet of Things”
2 IBM Marketing Cloud, “10 Key Marketing Trends For 2017”
3 IBM X-Force, “Security Attacks on Industrial Control Systems”

the world economy1 – much of which

The largest, fastest-growing IoT segment:
34% of connected devices by 2021

will transform the ways buildings are
operated and maintained.

Data drives better decisions
When data is put to work, it can significantly
increase productivity and profitability

REDUCE THE GUESSWORK

Reactive maintenance leads to complaints
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It’s costly. It’s time-consuming. And it

you are effectively accepting that there will

Planned maintenance does not
typically solve that problem.

Reduce the Guesswork

be failures and hence complaints. You are

Scheduled maintenance may be the

a boiler fails between service dates, a
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waiting for that indicator – the failure or

conventional wisdom for preventing faults,

technician still has to be called out to fix

complaint – before you take action.

and it can be an improvement over purely

the problem. Saying that you checked it

reactive maintenance – yet it remains a

last week doesn’t help after it has failed

fundamentally reactive approach.

and the facility is closed.
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When you rely on reactive maintenance,

But when a complaint occurs, damage to
your business is potentially occurring too.
This could be brand damage, penalties, or

So what’s the alternative? Get strategic:
Use your data to help reduce the
guesswork.

loss of revenue.

Translate Data
into Action
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REACTIVE
MAINTENANCE

Energy Trends and
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doesn’t eliminate all breakdowns. When

PLANNED
MAINTENANCE

PROACTIVE
MAINTENANCE
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Reactive maintenance is like waiting for a fire to break out. You accept that it can happen, and you do not

Autonomous Optimizing

know what the impact will be.

Client Results
Contact Us

Costs

Inefficiency

Disruptions

Reputation

Compliance

It typically costs much
more to fix a broken
asset than to prevent it
from breaking.

Unplanned repairs can
prevent other work and
cause delays.

If equipment fails,
operations may suffer
unplanned, costly
downtime.

A reputation for erratic
downtime or discomfort
can take a long time to
restore.

Some industries risk
fines and stoppages if
exact tolerances aren’t
maintained.

HONEYWELL FORGE DIGITIZED MAINTENANCE

Transform maintenance into strategy
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Stop the cycles of guesswork and reaction. When you know where

From this analysis, dashboards provide near-real-time insights and

maintenance will deliver the most value, you can truly plan. Optimize

prioritized recommendations, while alerts and trends reveal potential

Reduce the Guesswork

comfort and uptime while simultaneously promoting energy savings and

issues – or opportunities – far earlier than via conventional maintenance.
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resource efficiency.
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The result: A data-driven strategy to help reduce the risks of planned

Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance is a cloud-based SaaS

and unplanned maintenance, giving you better insight into building

solution (Software as a Service). As part of our broader Honeywell

performance and a better experience for your occupants.

Forge platform for data, analytics, and IoT capabilities, it uses sensors
and system integration to analyze controllers and mechanical assets,
tracking system performance throughout your building.

Translate Data
into Action

DATA-DRIVEN MAINTENANCE
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DATA-DRIVEN
MAINTENANCE

DATA-DRIVEN
INVESTMENTS

EXPERIENCES
BUILD BRANDS

TRANSLATE DATA
INTO ACTION
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Become proactive. Know when
maintenance is actually needed.
Respond faster to issues as
they occur. Optimize daily
operations and asset life. Improve
performance across diverse
building systems and brands.

FOR FACILITY MANAGERS

Amplify the value of your assets
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Our customers can now find and fix issues much earlier with

And with a holistic view of performance throughout your building and

Honeywell Forge than they did via planned maintenance.

across systems, you can bring a new level of optimization to daily

Think about how that could change the way you operate: An end to the

operations.

dual burdens of calendar-based maintenance and surprise disruptions.

Increase energy efficiency. Maintain compliance more easily. Extend the

The opportunity to plan ahead, servicing equipment when it’s most

life and value of your assets. These are just some of the potential

convenient for you and least disruptive to your occupants.

capabilities you can tap into when your maintenance is driven by your data.
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ANALYTICS

DASHBOARDS
& REPORTS

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

LONG-TERM
IMPROVEMENTS

ASSET
LIFECYCLES

COMPLIANCE

OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY
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FOR BUILDING OWNERS

Comprehensive insights for planning and investments
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With Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance, you finally have the data

Specific, reliable information is the bedrock for better business decisions,

for more precise, in-depth analysis of your building’s operations and

such as investments in equipment and upgrades.

equipment – across brands, systems, and technologies. You’ll be able
HONEYWELL FORGE
ENERGY OPTIMIZATION

to make more accurate assessments and comparisons, even among
different properties.

Uncover opportunities for bigger savings in your daily operations. Weigh
options to repair or replace assets. Compare alternatives. Then track how
results match goals to quantify the return on your investments.
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BRIDGE THE
SILOS

SEE THE WHOLE
PICTURE

INVEST WITH
CONFIDENCE

FOR YOUR OCCUPANTS

Build business by delighting occupants
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Whether you’re looking to delight visitors and occupants or win new tenants, a reputation for a dependable building and

Trends and Challenges

reliable comfort can be valuable tools for building your business – especially when you can meet the needs of the people

Reduce the Guesswork

on site while also keeping your costs efficient and predictable.
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OCCUPANT
EXPERIENCES

PRODUCTIVITY

Translate Data
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When people feel comfortable in their surroundings,
they typically stay longer and do more – whether that
means shop more, work more, or just kick back and
relax more.
From visitors and occupants to your own employees,
make your building a place where people want to stay,
any time of the day or year.

HOT / COLD
CALLS

REDUCE TURNOVER

STRATEGIC
SUSTAINABILITY

ANALYTICS DASHBOARDS

When you can visualize the data, you’ll see results
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Raw data can be a resource or a burden

Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance

Because when you can finally see the

– information overload, or actionable

helps you mine your data in two key ways:

opportunities that were hidden in your

Reduce the Guesswork

insights. What you need is a way to put

Through in-depth analysis that leads to

data, you can take action – and pursue
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your data to work.

alerts and guidance. And through clear

results.

Trends and Challenges

dashboards that help you quickly see the

For Managers:
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state of things, in near real-time, or across
any span of time.
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SERVICE CASES

Check your building’s current
performance at a glance. See
the data that correlates to
your experiences and where
to drill down to understand
more.
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BALANCING COSTS AND COMFORT

Buildings need a new energy strategy
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Heating and cooling your building to create a comfortable environment

But some businesses have a distinct advantage: Those that have

is essential for productivity and occupant satisfaction. It’s also typically a

adopted the power of predictive analysis and data-driven maintenance

building’s largest energy cost.

can leverage these capabilities for AI-driven energy optimization.

What’s more, balancing comfort against energy budgets isn’t the same

It’s an entirely new way to manage your HVAC systems – and the savings

challenge from one year to the next. As costs rise and expectations

typically show it.

evolve, this balance is in flux – and for most buildings, it just gets more
laborious, requiring greater effort to achieve progressively smaller gains.
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RISING COSTS

AGGRESSIVE
TARGETS

SUSTAINABILITY
DEMANDS

TENANT
EXPECTATIONS

A NEW WAY
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Reduce energy use without compromising comfort
Save energy and money, without occupants

Honeywell Forge Energy Optimization is a

And unlike labor-intensive traditional

even noticing. If anything, their comfort may

cloud-based SaaS solution (Software as a

methods of energy optimization, customers

Reduce the Guesswork

improve. It’s hard to think of a better win-win

Service) that builds on the comprehensive

who rely on Honeywell Forge Energy
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arrangement for your operations – yet it’s a

system analysis of Honeywell Forge Digitized

Optimization have increased HVAC energy

real capability that buildings are now using.

Maintenance to incorporate machine learning

savings by 10–20%.

Trends and Challenges

For Managers:
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and automated control. With this self-learning
system, your HVAC settings are fine-tuned

For Owners:
Data-Driven Investment

dozens of times per day to better meet current

For Occupants:
Experiences Build Brands

needs and conditions.

This solution is also typically very costeffective to implement, relying primarily on
your existing systems and integration.

Translate Data
into Action
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REAL-TIME
OPTIMIZING

CONTINUOUS
MONITORING

EXPERT
OVERSIGHT

VISIBILITY
AND CONTROL

SIMPLE TO
IMPLEMENT
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AUTOMATE YOUR OPTIMIZATION

A building that manages its own energy spends less
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HVAC systems are typically managed to put
occupant comfort first, applying presets based

REAL-WORLD
RESULTS

DASHBOARDS &
REPORTS

FAIL-SAFE &
SECURE

on expectations about occupancy and weather.
These conservative best guesses prioritize
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comfort over energy efficiency and may not
adapt well to unexpected conditions.
Honeywell Forge Energy Optimization collects
data every 15 minutes, comparing conditions
and demand in your building to current weather
and utility pricing. Then it computes and applies
the optimal equipment settings – and does it all
again in 15 minutes.

One of our first clients, Hamdan Bin Mohammed Smart University,
needed to combat the issue of rising operating costs and energy
consumption. So they posed a friendly yet earnest challenge: Could
our system really find savings? The results – a 10% reduction in HVAC
energy use – came as a welcome surprise.
Since then, our customers have continued to quickly achieve dramatic
results, reducing HVAC energy expenses by 10–20% and typically
achieving a return on investment within the first year.

CLIENT RESULTS
HONEYWELL FORGE
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Trends and Challenges

Good collaborations write great success stories
We have decades of experience helping buildings balance occupant comfort,
automation, and operational costs. Honeywell Forge is the result and these are

NY CARLSBERG
GLYPTOTEK MUSEUM

EASTERN GOLDFIELDS
PRISON

SUNTEC CITY MALL

HAMDAN BIN
MOHAMMED SMART
UNIVERSITY

just a few of the stories about what our customers have achieved.

Reduce the Guesswork
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Improve the System

The Challenge

The Solution

With its core buildings constructed over
a 100-year period starting in the 19th
century, the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek
wanted to take advantage of advanced
technology and actionable insights to
improve energy efficiency and to enhance
the experience of staff and visitors.
Creating the right environment was key to
ensuring the performance of the museum
and the preservation of its valuable
contents.

To improve the system overview and reduce
downtime. Enhance the museum’s comfort
performance for staff and visitors. Maintain
the environmental integrity of the galleries
and halls in terms of precise temperature
and humidity control. Create maintenance
capacity to implement additional system
improvements. Optimize the operational
investment. Create a robust, real-time
reporting function to ensure a prompt
response to required system updates, events,
and alarms.

Deployed Honeywell Forge Digitized
Maintenance that makes extensive use
of 24/7 automated building monitoring
and near real-time analytics to help
systems operate at optimized conditions.
Enhances fault finding capability, which
in turn can speed up response times,
help in the prioritization of maintenance
tasks, reduce running costs, boost
energy savings and increase plant
longevity.

Based on findings from implementations of Honeywell Forge Digitized
Maintenance / Honeywell Forge Energy Optimization at various
customer sites over a 6+ month timeline. Results may vary. Past
performance is not indicative of future results and Honeywell does not
guarantee associated energy savings.
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When buildings perform,
so do bottom lines.
HONEYWELL FORGE DIGITIZED MAINTENANCE
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Let’s end the cycles of costly guesswork with maintenance and energy use.

For Owners:
Data-Driven Investment

It’s time for your building data and your capital investments to do more –

For Occupants:
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Translate Data
into Action

with Honeywell Forge.
BuildingSolutions.Honeywell.com
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